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Introduction: On the 16th April 2010 the drug mephedrone was outlawed in the UK. This followed news media reports of deaths linked to the drug. In many respects the mephedrone scare represented a familiar pattern of drug framing and legislative reaction. However, the mephedrone scare took place in the era of online news transmission. Methods: To quantify the mephedrone scare the Google Internet search-engine’s Trends and News applications were monitored from when the first death was attributed to the drug until one year after it was banned. Findings: Web interest in buying mephedrone peaked when online news stories reported deaths from the drug. Eighteen alleged mephedrone deaths were identified from online news. The fatalities which received the most Internet traffic subsequently proved false-alarms. Online interactive media widened access to alternative explanations of these alleged mephedrone deaths. Conclusion: It is contended that the advent of the Internet accelerated and inflated the mephedrone scare, but also that online media allowed [web] user-generated information transmission, rather than simple dissemination by news media to audience, fostering competing discourses to stock drug scare themes as they emerged.
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Introduction

Familiar drug scares

Drug scares follow a familiar pattern (Jenkins, 1999; Kohn, 1997; Newcombe, 1998). At first a new drug of concern is newsworthy for its novelty value, perhaps only being reported in esoteric publications (e.g. music press) or equivalent specialist sections of mainstream titles (Braden, 1973; Forsyth 2001a). Should events (e.g. increased prevalence or a high profile case) lead to the drug concerned breaking into the mainstream press, then the drug is invariably constructed as a problem (Levine & Reinarman, 1989; Young, 1973) with subsequent stories being reported in a disproportionate way (Goode, 2008). After this first news story peak, the media report their own campaigns against the drug, bringing onside politicians, researchers and other moral entrepreneurs in demanding a legislative response (Bean, 1993; Reinarmann & Duskin, 1992). Rather than a ‘moral panic’ (Cohen, 1972) this process of ‘drug framing’ may be seen as news being manufactured in a “deliberate and rationale way” by the media and these other actors (Cornwell & Linders, 2002). Once a policy reaction has taken place, the volume of news about the drug subsides, even when concerning real stories which may have been exaggerated in the past (Forsyth 2001a; Goode, 2008). There may be some counter-reaction from sections of the press, especially if prior stories are subsequently proven unfounded, although this may also be subject to critical reaction (Murji, 1998) ensuring that any amendment to drug policy is unlikely to be reversed. This pattern may vary in duration and scale. For example, of two 1990s UK scares, one concerning alcopops lasted at most four years (Forsyth, 2001a), while one concerning ecstasy persisted throughout the decade, going mainstream in the 1988 ‘Acid House Panic’ (Davies & Ditton, 1990; Edwards, 1989), and peaking with the reaction to the death of Leah Betts in 1995 (Collin, 1997; Manning, 2006).
During the ecstasy scare reported deaths and associated harms tended to involve disproportionate numbers of teenagers or females, often portrayed as first-time experimenters (Forsyth 2001b; Manning, 2006; Taylor, 2008). This is what Reinarman (1997, p.101) calls the “routinization of caricature”. It does not reflect the demographics of actual drug-related deaths in the community, who tend to be male, multi-drug experienced, and are rarely teenagers (Graham, 2010; ONS, 2011; Wong & Alexander, 1991).

Drug scares tend to focus on the ‘moral dimension’ or ‘human interest angle’ (Goode, 2008) of individual tragedies rather than the proportionate threat which the substance concerned may actually present in public health terms. Drug scares also tend to involve the same harms being reported, regardless of the pharmacology of the substance concerned. Goode (2008) lists many of these alleged harms, arguing that the more stereotypical, false or scary these are, the more the public will believe that such reports are true, even when compared to empirically verified harms. Some of the alleged harms from previous drug scares have included sudden deaths, violence, self-harm, brain damage, cognitive deficits, unknown ‘long-term effects’, unique syndromes (identified by specially designed tests), chromosome or synapse damage (only visible to experts using specialist equipment, e.g. electron microscopes or PET scans), blindness, baldness and impotence or sterility. Jenkins (1999, p.4) describes a “timeless” process, whereby each new drug of concern has the same rhetoric applied as previous ones.

The media raising awareness about a new drug of concern may be unhelpful, because as well as diverting attention from drugs which have a greater impact on public health (e.g. alcohol), this is effectively advertising, providing what Farrell (1989) termed the ‘the oxygen of publicity’ in the case of ecstasy. If the media’s intention was to prevent drug use, or harm, then their reports may risk a ‘boomerang effect’
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intended. As The² Guardian, a UK national newspaper, affirmed “Young people know that
taking ecstasy (or whatever this year’s successor is called) can be, and quite often is, fatal”
(Berlins, 2006). Three years later that successor arrived – mephedrone.

*Mephedrone as a virtual drug scare*

In November 2009 several factors (rules of relevance) coincided to make mephedrone perfect
for a traditional drug scare. The alleged death of a 14 year-old schoolgirl from the drug fitted
the Leah Betts or Anna Wood model (Dillon et al, 1996; Manning 2006) of ‘mainstream over
marginality’ (Taylor, 2008). Her death took place in a town (Brighton) where the recent high-
profile death of another female student, involving the drug gamma-Butyrolactone (GBL), had
led to that substance being banned at that time (enforced 23/12/09), though unlike that
substance, the media reported mephedrone with a catchy nickname - “meow” (Measham et al,
2010; Silverman, 2010). Also, the mephedrone ‘Brighton death’ happened three weeks after
the UK government had controversially sacked its leading drug advisor, from the Advisory
Council on the Misuse of Drugs (ACMD), in a dispute over the classification of ecstasy (Dyer,
2009; Dixon, 2009). Finally, like previous drug scares (e.g. ecstasy with raves/nightclubs)
mephedrone was associated with another supposed threat to young people – the Internet.

The following extract from the UK’s largest circulation (hardcopy) daily newspaper, contains
many of these themes, and marks the birth of the mephedrone drug scare.

**“DEAD TEEN ‘TOOK PARTY DRUG’³”**

“Fun-loving Gabi Price suffered cardiac arrest after falling ill at a house party. A
neighbour yesterday claimed the student had taken the clubbers’ drug - which can be
bought legally - mixed with illegal ketamine. Meow meow is the street name for
mephedrone - sold legally online as PLANT FOOD for as little as £10 a gram.” (The
Sun, 24/11/09)
Although many traditional drug scare themes were duly attributed to mephedrone by the media, unusually these emerged within a few weeks (as did the political reaction them), for example reports of the drug causing impotence and baldness.

**“Meow Meow in Impotence Link**

…Professor Mann said meow meow was similar to a drug used in Somalia called khat which has caused impotence. He said: "Could the dangers of this drug have been predicted? Of course they could.” (The Sun, 01/04/10, Haywood, 2010a)

“Despairing Holly Smith, 20, became emaciated and clumps of her HAIR fell out after she got hooked on the lethal substance known as Meow Meow.” (The News of the World, 6/2/10, 2010a)

What was different about the mephedrone scare was that it took place during the era of digital interactive media. Previous research into drug scares has been concerned with traditional news media, specifically the press (i.e. newspapers) or broadcast media (TV, radio). In these, the media were able to impart their views about a new drug of concern as the “core disseminator of local and national perspectives” (Cornwell & Linder, 2002). Although the public may not have been entirely passive in this process (e.g. those who did not agree could send a letter to a newspaper in the hope it would be published) there was relatively less scope for dissenting voices to be heard. In recent years the advent of the Internet as a news source has changed this traditional pattern of dissemination (Mitchelstein & Bockzkowski, 2009) and has questioned how social science should research the news media (Riesch, 2010). For traditional news media, the Internet has opened a fresh channel capable of reaching an ever expanding audience. The flip-side of this being that the Internet also allows the public access to a range of competing news sources including international, local and non-traditional media sources. Thus for example, through publication of an online edition, an article in a local newspaper can potentially be instantly accessible to a global readership, persisting in cyberspace long after the equivalent limited circulation hardcopy edition has expired. Additionally the Internet has
interactive properties which allow individuals to respond to online information, by either ‘forwarding’ it (via e-mail or Twitter) or by transmitting their own version of events (‘user-generated content’), via blogs, online forums, social networking sites or by posting comments about (drug) stories directly under these on news media sites (although these may be vetted or removed by moderators). Thus mephedrone was potentially subject to different forms of amplification, reaction and counter-reaction to previous drug scares.

With mephedrone being marketed legally online, uniquely while still providing the ‘oxygen of publicity’ for this “killer net drug meow meow” (The Metro, 04/12/09), the press could also inform readers where they might buy it – over the Internet. This connection could be made either directly (e.g. news reports that the drug could be bought via social-networking or Internet auction sites) or indirectly/interactively, for example by automated ads for mephedrone appearing as pop-ups alongside stories of supposed harms, as is illustrated by the following online press reports retrieved by monitoring Google News.

“Youngsters can order club drug Mephedrone - also known as "bubble", "drone", "bounce" or "meow meow" - via websites like Facebook and get it delivered to their door the same day.” (Daily Mirror, 07/03/10, Payne, 2010)

“Gabrielle Price, a 14-year-old girl from Hastings, died in November 2009 after a night when she had taken the drug. The newspapers reported the tragedy but, again, the automatically generated Google ads beneath the reports showed people exactly where they could buy this new, legal drug. It had gone viral.” (The Mail on Sunday, 25/04/10, reprinted in Power & Parry, 2010)

Aims

This paper aims to use Internet tools to quantify the mephedrone scare. Firstly to investigate whether news reports attributing harm to mephedrone (e.g. deaths) precipitated increases in web searches for the drug (e.g. where to buy it). It was hypothesised that interest in
mephedrone (as measured by web searches) would be greatest following increased online news reports concerning the drug, such as high profile fatalities. Secondly this paper will investigate the nature and extent of online news stories concerning alleged mephedrone-related deaths. To this end, every death attributed to the drug identified by an online news-aggregator during the scare was compared. It was hypothesised that deaths which most closely fitted the traditional drug scare model (e.g. first-use experimenting teenagers or females) would receive the most disproportionate media attention (e.g. in terms newsworthiness or inaccuracy) and that this disproportionality would vary between online sources (e.g. national and local newspapers).

Methods

Traditionally research into drug news reporting has involved quantitative or qualitative (content) analysis of samples of newspapers or broadcast channels over a specific time and place (e.g. Belackova et al, 2011; Gould, 1996; Jones et al, 2008; Loughborough Communications Research Centre, 2010; Nichols, 2011). Such studies are labour-intensive, yet limited in scale (restricted to say one country) and have the potential for subjectivity and experimental error. Quantitative studies have involved counting news stories on databases/archives, measuring column inches or weighing newsprint clippings devoted to drugs. Qualitative research is often contemporaneously (sub)sampled and might be similarly criticised in regards of such studies objectivity and representativeness.

In a break with tradition, this article examines drug news published online. This was achieved by utilising research-friendly applications of the Google search-engine (for other examples of this method see Breyer & Eisenberg, 2010; Breyer et al, 2011; Carneiro & Mylonakis, 2009; Choi & Varian, 2009; Rech, 2007; Seifter et al, 2010). Firstly, the Google Trends application was used to produce a series of time-trend graphs quantifying mephedrone-specific online
activity. This application calculates contemporaneous trend graphs of both the amount of searches made on the Google search-engine for any search word/term, in this case “mephedrone”, together with how much news coverage that word/term has been receiving (news reference volume). Google Trends also generates links to news headlines (citations) at breakpoints on these graphs. These graphs are not absolute but show the relative number of searches over time. The function also provides an indication of which geographical areas (countries and cities) searches for the trending word (e.g. “mephedrone”) are most often being made from, as well as the most common related search terms (e.g. “mephedrone death”). Additionally the Google Insights option allows graphical comparisons to be made between search terms (e.g. “mephedrone death” with “mephedrone buy”). Next, the Google News news-aggregator was used to filter-out news stories concerning the word “mephedrone” between 26/11/09 (the start of the scare) and until one year after the drug was banned. Over this period all news published online concerning the drug was read chronologically, emergent themes identified and quotes illustrative of current news as the scare developed were extracted. Secondly, monitoring Google News over this period allowed all UK mephedrone deaths reported online to be identified. Google Advanced Search was then used to quantify online activity related to each of these fatalities (i.e. “Mephedrone AND [deceased’s name]”).

Using Google as research tool has a number of limitations. Firstly Google is only one search-engine. The returns from any search-engine are dependent on the parameters which it uses to search the web. So, for example, Google News may only return stories from a selection of, what it deems to be, online news story providers. Google Trends are normalised, meaning that rather than return the absolute number of searches carried out for a term (e.g. mephedrone), it shows the relative number over time, expressed as a proportion of the highest search volume received (http://www.google.ca/intl/en/trends/about.html#7). The clarity of graphics returned
by Google Trends are of limited web-resolution size. The total number of relevant searches identified may also be influenced by the search term itself, such as whether it has alternate spellings, an acronym or nickname (e.g. mephedrone, M-cat, meow or miaow).

However, Google is the most used internet search-engine, and although its’ full list of sources are not known outside of Google, their website states that their news-aggregator watches 4,500 English language news sites (http://news.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/about_google_news.html). Google Trends are updated daily, and for the purposes of this paper, when comparing the time trends for news mephedrone events to web searches for the drug, the actual numbers involved on each plot are less important than the ability to demonstrate a relative, temporal, relationship between these.

There are many advantages to this approach over traditional media sampling. What Google returns is not influenced by sampling decisions made by the researcher, and relevant stories can be retrieved later and read in their entirely, by any reader (e.g. of the references in this manuscript). This is not possible with samples of newspaper clippings or recordings filed in an author’s office, with unpublished data transcripts held on software packages in institutions, where the reader has to trust the researchers’ coding, interpretation and selection of illustrative quotes. Google returns are global, in this case picking up newspaper stories about mephedrone from around the world, ranging from local newspapers to international news agencies. This made it possible to compare the content different accounts of the same news event (e.g. an alleged mephedrone death) between say national titles and the online edition of the local newspaper where that event took place. Finally, this method was particularly salient for investigating mephedrone as it was widely acknowledged that users learnt about the drug from Internet sources (Davey et al, 2010; Newcombe, 2009; Van Hout & Brennan, 2010) and
crucially because this drug was being sold online (Home Office, 2010; Measham et al, 2010; Power, 2009).

Findings

The first section of these findings quantifies the mephedrone scare over its life-span via results obtained from Internet (Google) search applications. The second section investigates the nature and extent (newsworthiness) of all alleged mephedrone deaths identified during these searches.

Measuring the time-line of a virtual drug scare

Evidence in support of the hypothesis that increased news reports increased interest in mephedrone was retrieved by using Google Trends. Figure 1 is a screenshot of Google Trends charting the previous 12 months of the search word “mephedrone” from 25/02/10, with news reference volume plotted underneath. This shows that prior to the ‘Brighton death’, although the volume of web searches for mephedrone was increasing, relatively little press coverage concerning the drug had been identified by Google, with only an example from The New Musical Express (NME) cited. After the ‘Brighton death’ the volume of news coverage increased, as did the volume of web searches. Although Figure 1 does not provide the actual number of additional web searches made following the ‘Brighton death’, Google Trends indicate that the number doubled at this time.

That raising awareness about this drug could act as an advertising campaign was acknowledged from this outset by both drug periodicals (e.g. Drink & Drug News, 18/01/04, Gilliver, 2010) and the press themselves (Mail on Sunday, 25/04/10, Power & Parry, 2010), including claims that media coverage of the Brighton death had stimulated sales.
“The unintended consequence of this week's media coverage of mephedrone, a legal drug openly sold on the internet which may be implicated in the death of Gabrielle Price, a 14-year-old girl who collapsed at a party in Brighton last month, is that lots of suppliers have sold out.” (Guardian, 05/12/09, Saner, 2009)

Within one month it was reported that the ‘Brighton death’ had been from ‘natural causes’.

This was highlighted in the online editions of the local newspapers from both the town where the schoolgirl had lived (Worthing) and the nearby town where she died.

“Worthing drug-scare teen died of natural causes. Teenager Gabi Price - whose death triggered fears over the dangers of ‘legal highs’ - died of natural causes, a coroner has revealed. A pathologist’s report showed the 14-year-old died of broncho-pneumonia following a streptococcal A infection.” (Brighton Argus, 16/12/09, Parsons, 2009)

“"SHE was branded a druggie, but she was just a little girl who died," Those are the moving words from the mother of Worthing teenager Gabi Price.” (Worthing Herald, 22/12/09)

However, prior accounts of the ‘Brighton death’ blaming mephedrone were still available online, and for several months the deceased’s name (and often image) continued to be used by the press as the ‘poster’ for fatalities linked to the drug - the ‘Leah Betts of mephedrone’. This practice included articles published by more distant local press, for example in York’s the Press (14/01/10, Fifield, 2010) and Birmingham’s Sunday Mercury (07/03/10, Greatrex, 2010), by UK national and even international titles, for example Turkey’s Hurriyet (23/12/09), the New Zealand Herald (02/03/11, Erikson & Erikson, 2010) and China’s Epoch Times (02/03/11, Jones, 2010).

“In the UK it claimed Gabi Price's life” (The News of the World, 06/02/10, 2010b)

“Gabrielle Price, a 14-year-old schoolgirl who died in the UK in November from a cocktail of drugs that included the legal high Meow Meow” (Times Of Malta, 03/04/10)
Exceptionally, at this stage critical counter-reaction to this speculation, exaggeration and inaccuracy could be found in specialist (e.g. drugs or music) publications such as the NME.

“Despite the Daily Mail linking the tragic death of 14-year-old Gabrielle Price to mephedrone, a police report later identified the cause of death as bronchial pneumonia.” (New Musical Express, 08/02/10, Wolfson, 2010)

The ‘Brighton death’ was used to initiate links to “a string of deaths”, a term used by a string of newspapers, for example by Hereford Times (25/03/10, Ferguson 2010), The Daily Mail (26/03/10), The Mirror (28/03/10, Bulter, 2010), The Telegraph (29/03/10) and The Sun (29/03/10, Millard, 2010), linkage made by the press themselves.

“…its use has also been linked to the recent deaths of 14-year-old Gabi Price from Brighton, and Ben Walters, 18, from Hertfordshire. Det Con Willett said a string of deaths related to such drugs rang "alarm bells".” (Plymouth Western Morning News, 01/02/10)

This pattern continued until 16/03/10.

“In November, Gabrielle Price, 14, of Worthing, West Sussex, died after allegedly taking the drug.” (The Telegraph, 16/03/10, Britten & Whitehead, 2010)

Over the 16/17\textsuperscript{th} March 2010 a story broke attributing mephedrone to the deaths of two teenage males - known by the name of the town where they died as the ‘Scunthorpe 2’. Mephedrone became front-page news. For example the Metro’s (17/03/11) headline “Meow kills 2 teenage friends” (a front-page which pictures of the deceased shared with a pub-chain’s St Patrick’s Day\textsuperscript{5} promotion).

The effect of this double-fatality on Internet Google trending can be seen from Figures 2 to 5. As shown by Figure 2, at this point (17/03/10) the number news reports concerning mephedrone identified by Google increased by an unprecedented proportion. As shown by the
Figure 3, within days, a parallel increase in web searches for “mephedrone” was recorded. That is, the increased news reports shown on Figure 2 preceded the trebling in web searches shown by Figure 3. Figure 4 reveals that the rise in searches for “mephedrone buy” following these deaths dwarfed that following the ‘Brighton death’. Figure 5, uses Google Insights, to show that spikes in searches for “mephedrone buy” and “mephedrone death” co-occurred at this time, and that this interest in buying was from the UK.

The ‘Scunthorpe 2’ deaths galvanised press campaigns to have the drug banned, with the news media citing the links they had made between mephedrone the ‘string of deaths’ and other harms, in the absence of any toxicological confirmation (e.g. The News of the World4, 21/03/10, 2010c). These press campaigns manufacturing consent for prohibition were predictably self-prophesying, as was their taking credit for the drug’s subsequent prohibition (enforced 16/04/10).

“The Sun has launched a 'Ban Meow Now' campaign.” (The Sun, 19/03/10, Schofield, 2010)

“KILLER drug meow meow was outlawed today in a major victory for The Sun.” (The Sun, 16/04/10, Wilson, 2010)

The increasing activity shown on Figures 2-5 happened during the ‘wash-up’6 to the 2010 UK General Election (held 06/05/10). At this time it was interesting to note both the reported unanimity expressed by all politicians for prohibition, and that they were reportedly being informed about mephedrone by the news media, rather than their appointed drug advisers.

“Northern Ireland Executive unanimous on mephedrone ban”
(BBC News, 26/03/10, 2010a)
“...business secretary Lord Mandelson said the legality of it will be examined "very speedily, very carefully" following the news. He said he had previously never heard of it and that the government would take "any action that is justified to deal with this".” (BBC News, 17/03/10, 2010b)

“Ban this kiddy crack now, Gordon [incumbent Prime Minister]. Our children need protection from mephedrone.” (Daily Mirror, 22/03/10, Parsons, 2010)

Following the ban, as can be seen from Figure 6, both web-searches for and news reports of “mephedrone”, identified by Google, reduced to a level comparable to those prior to the scare, although the ban did not eliminate such activity.

<Figure 6>

Once the decision had been made to ban mephedrone, dissenting discourses began to appear in journalistic blogs and other online news media (e.g. The Guardian 22/03/11, Brooker 2010, 24/05/11, Alderman, 2010; 05/08/10, Harris E., 2010; The Times, 01/04/10, Reid, 2010; The Observer 22/03/11, Townsend, 2010). These counter-reactions were bolstered one month after the ban (18/05/10) when it was revealed that the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ had not used mephedrone.

“Two teenagers whose deaths were linked to the “legal high” mephedrone, prompting politicians to rush out a controversial ban, had not taken the drug, reports suggest. Leading scientists last night criticised the outlawing of the drug — before a single autopsy had been conducted — as an embarrassing fiasco borne of political opportunism and tabloid frenzy.” (The Sunday Times, 28/05/10, Lister, 2010)

“When it was proven that Mephedrone was framed, and had become the Birmingham Six of drugs, no politician apologized. Nobody suggested repealing the ban.” (USA Huffington Post, 30/09/10, Hari, 2010)

An inquest held in 2011 revealed the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ died from a combination of alcohol and methadone, detailed reporting of which could be found online via their local newspaper.
“VERDICT of accidental overdose has been recorded in the case of Nick Smith, whose death helped lead to the banning of controversial drug mephedrone... But an inquest this morning found that Mr Wainwright had died of an accidental overdose of heroin substitute methadone, acting with alcohol intoxication.” (Scunthorpe Telegraph, 25/01/11, 2011a)

As can be seen from Figure 6, the overall volume of news coverage confirming that mephedrone was not responsible for these fatalities is much less than coverage prior to the ban speculating that it was (see also Dargan & Wood, 2011 pp82-83). Even cases where mephedrone was implicated in subsequent inquests received less coverage.

Measuring newsworthy drug-related deaths from online media

Google News searches from the start of the scare (26/11/09) till one year after the ban retrieved 18 alleged “mephedrone” deaths for named individuals. Table 1 lists these 18 deaths according to the estimated total number of web articles indentified by Google Advanced Search, for “mephedrone AND [deceased’s name]” (conducted 23/06/11).

<Table 1>

Although these search returns are not restricted to online news items, as might be expected the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ and ‘Brighton death’ generated the most returns (cases #1-3). In line with research into the ecstasy scare of the 1990s, half these Google newsworthy cases were teenagers and most were female. However it is striking that a 46 year-old male (a more typical drug fatality demographic) is the case with 6th most online activity. Initially this mephedrone-linked death received only one Google News return, from his local newspaper (Brighton Argus, 13/02/10, Walker, 2010). This was despite this fatality occurring in the Brighton area (Hove is adjacent to Worthing, part of the city of ‘Brighton & Hove’). The ‘Hove death’ was not reported online again until the day that the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ story broke (17/03/10), now as the first fatality where mephedrone was toxicologically confirmed.
“A 46-year-old Marks & Spencer worker has become the fifth person in Britain to die after taking the drug known as miaow-miaow…The results of post-mortem toxicology tests have blamed mephedrone poisoning for the cardiac arrest.” (The Times, 17/03/10, Nugent 2010)

Although the press could now present the ‘Hove death’ as proving (in The Mirror’s Tony Parson’s words) that “Our children need protection from mephedrone”, alternative sources of information concerning this fatality were already available online. The following extract is taken from the Internet discussion forum Drugs Forum.

“I'm not going to go into length about this man dying in Hove, but a few facts that the newspapers have not reported should be know, obviously i can only state things in a certain way on here, I personally knew this person, although was not present on this day, or involved in any activities, but it is a sad event for me, although the newspapers and police and stated that mephedrone was found, there were other substances taken, the most likely method of use of mephedrone was intravenously… whatever links they say, it is only a small factor in what happened although will be used to try and make it illegal. i hope they find it had not connection, as whatever happened that night, he was a lovely guy and i would hate him to be remembered for this.” [posted by Stilzer, 11-03-2010, 17:13]  

This interactive use of the internet by “Stilzer”, during the time period between the local newspaper article and the confirmation that mephedrone was involved, demonstrates a degree of foresight about how the case developed. Reports from a subsequent inquest, though only returned by Google News for two local newspapers at the time, revealed that mephedrone use was indeed intravenous and that there were other factors underlying this fatality.

“The mephedrone death man had injected four doses, inquest hears
A middle-aged man from East Sussex died after being injected with four doses of the former "legal high" drug mephedrone resulting in the second highest ever concentration of the substance experts had ever recorded, an inquest heard. But pathologist Dr David Wright, who conducted a post-mortem examination on John Sterling Smith, said it was "unlikely" that this alone killed him as he was also suffering from severe coronary artery disease. The 46-year-old suffered a cardiac arrest at his home in The Drive,
Hove, in the early hours of February 7. An inquest at Brighton County Court heard that Mr Smith, a part-time sales assistant, was also HIV positive, suffered from chronic renal disease and high blood pressure, and was an insulin-dependent diabetic. The hearing was told he had spent the evening at his home with two men, having sex and injecting themselves and each other with mephedrone… Detective Sergeant Steve French of Sussex Police told the inquest that he… noticed the presence of drug paraphernalia including needles and syringes plus unidentified tablets and powder.” (Brighton Argus, 27/05/10)

The above details, of intravenous-use by a middle-aged gay man with fatal underlying health problems, hardly fit the rules of relevance for a newsworthy drug death, but the toxicologically confirmed ‘Hove death’ could be linked to more speculative but stereotypical cases, such as alleged first teenage experiment. One such newsworthy case involved a teenage Buckinghamshire college student in Berkhamstead, Hertfordshire (Table 1, #11), reportedly the second mephedrone fatality after the ‘Brighton death’.

TEENAGER DIES ‘AFTER EXPERIMENTING WITH LEGAL DRUG MEOW MEOW’

“A teenager died at a house party after experimenting for the first time with a dangerous drug available legally on the internet, friends said yesterday. The body of Ben Walters, 18, was found in the same flat as a 28-year-old woman who is now fighting for her life in hospital. Both are understood to have taken mephedrone which is sold as a fertiliser but produces a similar euphoric high to ecstasy…” (The Daily Mail, 21/01/10, updated 10/02/10, Levy, 2010)

In a similar fashion to the ‘Hove death’, the ‘Berkhamstead death’ was discussed in the same online forum by persons critical of the traditional news media, and purporting insider knowledge of what really happened.

“Ben was a good friend of mine. I can't fucking believe this has happened. This article is full of bullshit though. 1) It was not Ben's first time on mephedrone, he had done it before, along with other drugs. 2) I've know he had got hold of some morphine pills and apparently he took them at the party, and that's what he overdosed on - not drone. 3) He doesn't own the flat like it says in the article?” (posted by Captain, 23-01-2010, 09:07)
“The article is really full of shit. Ben had a good history of drug use. This wasn't his first time on mephedrone and he was sold some morphine pills as posted in the comments. My condolences go out to the family. However I feel I may take the liberty in speaking to the daily mail about how the twist on the story and the misinformation as well as the complete disrespect to bens life…”

(posted by Snakey, 26-01-2010, 02:31)


Those contributing to the ‘thread’ above show a degree of insight into the circumstances of this fatality, as corroborated by reports from a subsequent inquest (e.g. morphine use, ownership of the flat). The quotes below contrast online coverage of this inquest’s findings between the UK’s largest selling newspaper and one local one to the college the deceased had attended. The national title focuses on the case’s links to mephedrone, while the local newspaper’s report (retrieved by Google News as a “related article”) did not mention this drug at all, but as with the Brighton Argus coverage of the ‘Hove death’ or the Scunthorpe Telegraph (2011b) coverage of the ‘Scunthorpe 2’, provided more details of actual causes (and drug use involved).

“Howe pair killed at druggie 18th birthday
Drama student Ben Walters, 18, still had mephedrone in his body when he snorted lines of morphine. Trainee driving instructor Lindsey Wilson, 28, took morphine and horse tranquiliser ketamine. Both overdosed at a friend’s 18th birthday bash at a flat in Berkhamsted, Herts, belonging to Lindsey’s cousin Sarah Downing. […] Sarah told the inquest at Hatfield, Herts: “We had all taken drugs before, but never morphine. […] She said none of the group took meow meow that night but had done so on previous nights. Some of the morphine was taken as tablets, but capsules were also broken open and the contents snorted off a table. Coroner Edward Thomas said Ben died of drug intoxication, and Lindsey of a brain injury due to a mixed drug overdose. Verdicts: Misadventure. Mephedrone was made illegal in April after a spate of deaths.” (The Sun, 20/10/10, Haywood, 2010b)

“Parents of Amersham and Wycombe College student Ben Walters say he was "let down" by friends after morphine overdose
… A coroner warned youngsters about the dangers of taking drugs at the end of a joint inquest into the deaths of 18-year-old Ben, of Swallowtail Walk, Berkhamsted, and 28-year-old Lindsey Wilson – who died a week later in hospital after also taking morphine at the same time. The Hatfield inquest heard they were among a group of five who took the drug on January 18. All except Miss Wilson, a trainee driving instructor, were
students at Amersham and Wycombe College. Three of the youngsters who took the drug were sick afterwards – but Miss Wilson and Mr Walters took more after snorting morphine from broken capsules after suffering no side effects.” (Buckinghamshire Free Press, 19/10/10, Carsewell, 2010)

This was not the only difference noted between local newspapers and other online press. It was noteworthy that some local reporters began to question the merits of ‘raising awareness’ about mephedrone, particularly if during their campaigns, deaths or other harms attributed to the drug started to affect local people (Plymouth Herald, 31/03/10; Newcastle Evening Chronicle, 26/04/10, Warburton, 2010).

TEENAGERS ‘IGNORING’ MEPHEDRONE WARNINGS
“York GP Dr David Fair said he had seen more cases of people who had taken mephedrone recreationally since The Press began its campaign.” (York The Press, 11/03/10, Harris R., 2010)

“Drug death woman was mephedrone user, say police
“…DCI Costello also backed The Press's Menace of Mephedrone campaign, which aims to outlaw the drug. He said: "I think The Press has done the right thing in making people aware of this substance.” (York The Press, 23/03/10, Bell, 2010)

Implications

Do media false-alarms lead to real harms?

It has long been contended that the media’s drugs reporting is iatrogenic news, with scare stories not only publicising a new drug but also increasing the likelihood that users will experience bad reactions to it (Bunce 1979), creating “a vicious circle of increasing validation” (Becker, 1967 p167). The Google data presented here would support the hypothesis that reports of deaths caused by a drug increases interest in buying that drug. On Figure 6 for example, it is noteworthy that press coverage was greatest at the time of the ban (arguably indicating that the news media are more interested in publicising their influence on legislation), while searches for “mephedrone” had twin peaks, the lesser of which coincided with the ban, the greater at the time of the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ deaths (arguably demonstrating the drug-interested public are
motivated by scare stories). Indeed, at that time according to Google “mephedrone” briefly became the UK’s most searched for drug on the Internet (Ncube, 2010). This might be viewed as the ‘download generation’ downloading drugs.

Figure’s 1-6 suggest a ‘boomerang effect’. That is more news of drug deaths causes more interest in drug buying. That ads for mephedrone could appear alongside stories of a harm attributed to the drug may have influenced this linkage (Power, 2010), formulating a mixed message mirroring alcohol ads in newspapers. Of course this does not mean that all of those entering the search term “mephedrone buy” were intent on doing so, let alone became a user because of concurrent media coverage. Nor do Google Trends reveal the precise numbers who searched for mephedrone in this way, let alone why. Nevertheless, should any online readers have wished to have purchase mephedrone after reading a press story about it, there was a unique opportunity to do so here. Not only could the news source state where the drug might be sourced, this was effectively the same source - the Internet.

Another potential danger, related to the boomerang effect’ and inherent to drug scares, is ‘cry wolf-ism’. That is when de-bunked false-alarms about a new drug make users less willing to believe subsequent messages concerning real harm caused by that drug (Murji, 1998) and crucially any possible risk from the next new drug of concern. Six toxicologically confirmed drug-related deaths involving mephedrone were recorded in England & Wales during 2010 (out of a total of 2,747 drug-related deaths) and in two of these cases mephedrone was the only drug recorded/detected (ONS, 2011). Similarly ‘elephant-in-the-room effect’, that is where the real dangers of an existing drug are ignored because the media focus on a novel but less harmful one. For example, it was reported that the mephedrone scare detracted from very real public health concerns about alcohol (Laurance, 2010a), while the drinks/licensed trade industry were
keen to associate themselves with anti-mephedrone campaigns at the time (Ely, 2010). It was also claimed that there was evidence that during the mephedrone scare harms from already illegal drugs fell (Bird, 2010; Nutt, 2011). Following the ban, users reportedly returned to these (Laurance, 2010b) and/or turned to new more harmful/unknown ‘legal highs’ (Durham, 2011 online; Measham, 2011), although the deaths involving these substances have received less media attention (e.g. Ivory Wave, 5Me0-DALT or phenazepam). Although the ban may have eliminated UK-based online vendors, it did not eliminate mephedrone use (McElrath & O’Neill, 2011; Measham et al, 2011), it may have increased harm (Winstock et al, 2010), and deaths continue to occur but receive little media attention other than in local press (e.g. Halesowen News, 13/07/11).

False-alarms about mephedrone are also likely to impact on harms felt by users of other drugs. One of the 18 most newsworthy deaths (Table 1 #4), reported on the day after the ban (19/04/10), happened in Cumbria, England’s most rural county. Despite proving to be another false-alarm, the local police made mephedrone a priority, one which was to have repercussions in a ten-fold increase in drug arrests (i.e. of cannabis users) at the local summer 2010 music festival (Power, 2011).

“With Kendal Calling… There was a big issue at that time about people dying from legal highs. So for us it was a health protection issue rather than anything else. We had problems with mephedrone” (Mark Pennone of Cumbria Police quoted in Power, 2011)

The impact of media reports on those close to the deceased also needs consideration. The reporting of newsworthy drug deaths might viewed as ‘journalistic ghoul-ism’, that is where (drug) news is manufactured by taking interest in stories involving death. Who benefits from publicising tragedies? The most newsworthy mephedrone scare deaths were similar to the high profile ecstasy deaths of the 1990s, focusing on alleged teenage experimenters (Forsyth 2001b;
Manning, 2006). Subsequent inquests found that these highest profile fatalities were not caused by mephedrone (see Table 1), and although others did involve the drug, it was not always a causal factor. In other cases mephedrone was a factor, sometimes involving underlying health problems and often involving other less newsworthy drugs by older experienced users (Dargan & Wood, 2011, pp82-84). From Table 1 and Figures 1-6, it can be seen that media interest was greater in alleged harms not caused by the drug before the ban, than in toxicologically confirmed cases after the ban.

In Lord Mandelson’s words (BBC News, 2010b, above) “following the news” of the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ false-alarm which made him aware of mephedrone, incumbent PM Gordon Brown referred to the Advisory Council for the Misuse of Drugs and the drug was banned (enforced 16/04/10), amid resignations of ACMD members who felt the drug had been banned “very speedily” (within one month) but not “very carefully” to find favour with newspaper editors (Fleming, 2010; Kmielowicz, 2010; Morris, 2010; Sare, 2010) - arguably another false-alarm induced harm. Brown’s own stance echoed that of Sir Edward Henry, who as Metropolitan Police Commissioner nearly 100 years earlier had responded similarly to unsubstantiated media claims about the ‘drug de jour’ (cocaine) resulting in emergency prohibition in advance of research evidence (Kohn, 1992; Spear, 2002).

“...subject to their [ACMD] advice we will take immediate action. We are determined to act to prevent this evil [mephedrone] hurting the young people of our country.” (UK PM Gordon Brown, quoted by Reuters, 24/03/10, Castle & Addison, 2010)

“[there is a need]... to stamp out the evil [cocaine] now rapidly assuming huge dimensions, special legislation is imperatively needed” (Sir Edward Henry 1916, quoted in Spear 2002 p4.)

Those responsible for mephedrone’s prohibition denied that the media’s coverage of the ‘Scunthorpe 2’ had any bearing on their decision, for example the Home Secretary who
oversaw the ban, quoted below, in Scunthorpe’s local newspaper, five days after he resigned his shadow cabinet post.

“FORMER home secretary Alan Johnson stands by the decision to ban mephedrone, claiming it was "unconnected" to the deaths of two North Lincolnshire teenagers... Mr Johnson said: "The decision to ban mephedrone (M-CAT) was unconnected to these tragic deaths. It was the result of a comprehensive study by the Advisory Council On The Misuse Of Drugs. The unanimous recommendation to ban the drug made by the scientists, clinicians and other experts on the Advisory Council On The Misuse Of Drugs to prevent tragedies in the future was based on painstaking evidence."

(Scunthorpe Telegraph, 26/01/11, 2011c)

Regardless of the accuracy of this quote (e.g. local press impartiality regarding unanimity) it begs the question of what “painstaking evidence” the ACMD conducted, given that the findings of inquests into the alleged mephedrone deaths were unavailable at the time of the ban. In their report on consideration of the cathinones it was interesting to note the that (chemistry aside) the ACMD had used evidence from the Internet, including “visits to the FRANK website relating to the cathinones page” (a government anti-drug site) and Google Insights “to determine the proportion of searches, using Google, to search for the word ‘mephedrone’ since January 2009 to March 2010 in the UK (England region only)” (Home Office, 2010 p14.).

*Has the Internet impacted on drug news?*

The ACMD’s utilisation of Google evidence was not the only way in which mephedrone’s prohibition was shaped by the Internet. The speed with which this process was to run its course in cyberspace contrasts with Cornwell & Linders (2002) view of drug scares being carefully crafted over time. The lifecycle of the mephedrone scare may have been accelerated by unsubstantiated local stories being amplified across the world’s online media (Fleming, 2010). A hierarchy of detail is suggested, between more measured local media accounts to
inter/national mephedrone-focused caricature. Buffering this, the advent of the Internet also meant that more detailed local drug news could be accessed worldwide (‗glocal’ knowledge). These findings support Belackova et al’s (2011) description of ‘local news for local people’ by local reporters with local knowledge, resulting in less sensationalism of local drug news, in that mephedrone stories published online by local titles were more likely to mention the role of alcohol, pharmaceuticals and social problems in individual cases.

The interactive properties of the web might be viewed as having led to drug news ‘democratisation’, undermining the credibility in official (drug) information via blogging, Internet forums, social networking and by newspaper readers posting comments at the foot of news stories about mephedrone, including many of the examples cited here (e.g. Brighton Argus, 2010; The Daily Mail, 2010; Ferguson, 2010; Harris, 2010; Parsons, 2010). In contrast to Murji’s (1998) observation, this counter-reaction was not restricted to the sections of the liberal press read by academics. Individuals, such as those posting on Drug Forum, were able to contest stock drug scare stories as they were applied to mephedrone among their fellow users/surfers and beyond. This supports McRobbie and Thornton’s (1995) long-standing contention that, as the ‘mass-media’ diversifies, depictions of so-called folk-devils will increasingly be challenged, if those being demonized can access their own ‘micro-media’.

At the time of the mephedrone scare, access to dissenting online discourses may have been limited to the “digitally savvy” (Taylor, 2010). That is to young people more likely to use the drug rather than law-makers such as Lord Mandelson. In the year since the mephedrone scare, this ‘digital divide’ is likely to have reduced as numbers accessing social media increase, furthering the power of interactive media to subvert traditional news sources, as evidenced by events like the ‘Arab Spring’ or the UK online campaign to dissuade advertisers from The
News of the World. The question remains whether as more consumers retrieve (drug) news online, the traditional news media will adapt to this change, and inevitably use social media to increase their influence, arguably turning today’s freedom into tomorrow’s tool of oppression?

The following extracts illustrate how the advent of user-generated content has created new opportunities and challenges for journalists and researchers alike. The first, published in an academic journal, highlights how traditionally researchers found that users learned about a drug via the news media. The second, posted on a social networking site (Facebook), how the media learned about mephedrone from users via the Internet - a virtual journalistic role-reversal.

“I had never heard of it (crack) until then, but when I read it was better than sex and that it was cheaper than cocaine and it was an epidemic, I wondered what I was missing. I questioned why I seemed to be the only one not doing the drug. The next day I asked some friends if they knew where to get some.” (US college student interviewed during the 1980s crack scare, Reinarmen & Levine, 1989 pp14-17)

“Hi, I'm doing a radio feature about Mephedrone for Red Radio in Brighton. I'd really like to hear from anyone who's taken the drug and has had a bad experience or has been addicted to it. I'm happy to keep all sources anonymous, if that's what you'd prefer. Could you get in touch with me on [phone number and e-mail address removed] or send me an email of facebook? Thanks. Natalia” (Facebook: Boycott Mephedrone, 18/02/10, 10.24am)


Although, the above quote might be viewed as another example of journalistic ‘ghoul-ism’, this online posting is of interest because rather than traditional interviewing the journalist combines digital media channels (social-networking, e-mail) with traditional communications (telephone and radio) in manufacturing drug news. Research similarly needs to adapt. For example, online news can make more use of visual imagery (photography, video) than newsprint. A secondary
analysis of the sources used here could have looked at how online portrayals of the deceased in mephedrone cases varied (e.g. between local and national titles). The techniques employed here can be used to plot other drug scares, whether in the future or retrospectively, for example entering the term “salvia divinorum” into Google Trends produces a short-lived web search and online news spike in March 2008, predominantly from US locations. This paper investigated the mephedrone scare by using such Internet tools, and in doing so produced evidence in support of the contention that news reports, especially inaccurate stories of disproportionate harms, precede increased interest in a drug, with all the additional risks that this is likely to entail.

Notes

1 An example of the ‘boomerang effect’ in the drug field is where Public Service Announcements about cannabis increased risk of use among vulnerable young people (e.g. Kang et al, 2009).
2 National newspaper titles are prefixed with “The”, local titles with the locality’s name
3 All quotes centred in bold are headlines.
4 The News of the World ceased publication on 10/07/11 following a phone-hacking and corruption scandal and is no longer available online.
5 The ‘wash up’ refers to a mechanism of the UK Parliament, which operates during the period when an election is called, to allow some bills to be fast-tracked into law, rather than being lost or delayed until after the election.
6 St Patrick’s Day is arguably synonymous with binge drinking in England.
7 The Daily Mirror was the only national UK newspaper to support PM Gordon Brown’s re-election bid. Tony Parsons is a former NME journalist who self-reported amphetamine use with punk-rockers in the 1970s (Farndale, 2001).
8 This story was later amended online to include the line “It seems unlikely he would have died when he did without mephedrone”.
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**Table 1: Most Google News-worthy mephedrone-linked deaths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Estimated Google retrievals</th>
<th>Date 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; named online</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Age/ Sex</th>
<th>Other drug use (unconfirmed press allegation)</th>
<th>Other causes (unconfirmed press allegation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>9,060</td>
<td>16/03/10</td>
<td>Scunthorpe</td>
<td>18/M</td>
<td>alcohol, methadone $</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>8,730</td>
<td>16/03/10</td>
<td>Scunthorpe</td>
<td>19/M</td>
<td>alcohol, methadone $</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>2,490</td>
<td>24/11/09</td>
<td>Brighton &amp; Hove</td>
<td>14/F</td>
<td>(ketamine)</td>
<td>streptococcal A infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>2,040</td>
<td>19/04/10</td>
<td>Cumbria</td>
<td>17/F</td>
<td>- $</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>23/03/10</td>
<td>Yorkshire</td>
<td>24/F</td>
<td>antidepressants **</td>
<td>heart condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>13/02/10</td>
<td>Brighton &amp; Hove</td>
<td>46/M</td>
<td>intravenous use **</td>
<td>heart condition, HIV, diabetes, kidney disease, high blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>1,710</td>
<td>30/09/10</td>
<td>Teeside</td>
<td>29/M</td>
<td>alcohol *</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>19/03/10</td>
<td>Ayr (Scotland)</td>
<td>19/M</td>
<td>- **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>13/10/10</td>
<td>Lancashire</td>
<td>19/F</td>
<td>amphetamine, BZP, TFMPP **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>20/08/10</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>20/F</td>
<td>alcohol (&quot;spiked&quot;) **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>21/01/10</td>
<td>Berkhamstead</td>
<td>18/M</td>
<td>morphine *</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>18/02/10</td>
<td>Berkhamstead</td>
<td>20/F</td>
<td>amphetamine **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>16/04/10</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>28/F</td>
<td>alcohol, GHB, diazepam **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>26/04/10</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>18/F</td>
<td>alcohol, methadone $</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>19/10/10</td>
<td>Berkhamstead</td>
<td>26/F</td>
<td>morphine, ketamine *</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28/07/10</td>
<td>Ipswich</td>
<td>32/M</td>
<td>cannabis *</td>
<td>failure to use medication for preventing seizures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21/02/10</td>
<td>Fife (Scotland)</td>
<td>49/F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(“underlying health problems”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28/10/10</td>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>17/M</td>
<td>(“drug cocktail”)</td>
<td>(“drug abuse since age 11”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes – Table excludes suicides, accidental or violent deaths linked to mephedrone. Estimated Google hits are a measure of the deceased’s name linkage to mephedrone and not a measure of the strength of this link or how much traffic or coverage it receives.

** - Mephedrone subsequently reported as toxicological confirmed, and cause of death factor
* - Mephedrone subsequently reported as toxicological confirmed, but not a factor in death
$ - Mephedrone subsequently reported as undetected in toxicological analysis
Figure 1: *Google Trends* “mephedrone” 25/02/10

A – *New Musical Express* “The Ups and Downs of Mephedrone” (23/09/10)

B – *Daily Mail* “Mephedrone menace the drug that’s cheap, as easy to order as pizza… and totally legal” (27/11/09)
Figure 2: Google Trends “mephedrone” 17/03/10

A – New Musical Express “The Ups and Downs of Mephedrone” (23/09/10)

B – Daily Mail “Mephedrone menace the drug that’s cheap, as easy to order as pizza… and totally legal” (27/11/09)
**Figure 3: Google Trends “mephedrone” 22/03/10**

A – *New Musical Express* “The Ups and Downs of Mephedrone” (23/09/10)

B – *Daily Mail* “Mephedrone menace the drug that’s cheap, as easy to order as pizza… and totally legal” (27/11/09)

C – *WalesOnline* “3 held over mephedrone deaths” (17/03/10)
Figure 4: Google Trends “mephedrone buy” 22/03/10
Figure 5: Google Insights “mephedrone buy” and “mephedrone deaths” compared 24/03/10
Figure 6: Google Trends “mephedrone” 06/09/10

A – *New Musical Express* “The Ups and Downs of Mephedrone” (23/09/10)

B – *Daily Mail* “Mephedrone menace the drug that’s cheap, as easy to order as pizza… and totally legal” (27/11/09)

C – *San Jose Mercury* “UK government will ban ‘legal high mephedrone’” (29/03/10)

D – *Telegraph* “Professor David Nutt: Police conjecture boosted mephedrone hysteria” (29/05/10)

E – *Independent* Inquest hears of teenager’s mephedrone tragedy (21/07/10)